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THE objective of this note is to prove the following result. Throughout 7~ denotes afinite group. 
THEOREM 1. If 7~ is an odd torsion group then the surgery obstruction groups 
L2+*(7T) = 0. 
The groups L;‘:+,(g) are defined in Wal1117, Q6 and 417 Dl. In 117, §17 E] Wall guesses that 
Lzn+,(7r) = 0 for rr finite odd order. Wall informed me that by Lzn+, he means Li,+l. He gives an 
account of the partial results in [17,§17 E]. A survey article updating these results appears in 113, 
921. 
We recall now the definitions of the surgery groups. Let A be a ring with involution a t+ 6; 
thus a = & and a = d for all a, b E A. Let AE center (A) such that h,i = 1. Recall[S] that a form 
parameter A is an additive subgroup of A such that 
{a - ALila E A} C A C {ala E A, a =-An} (1) 
alla CAforalla EA. (2) 
The two extremes in (1) satisfy (2) and are denoted by min and max. Topological applications 
occur when A = min. The general quadratic group GQ :,(A, A) = 
((; ;) E GLdA,I(; :)-Ii (4 f), the diagonal coefficients of ?a and $0 lie in A, - 
denotes the conjugate transpose . There are natural homomorphisms GQzn(A, A)* GQZcn+-lj 
(A, A), 
and by definition GQ(A, A) = lim GQzn (A, A). We let KQ,“(A, A) be the commutator quotient of 
- 
GQ*(A, A). There are natural homomorphisms GL,(A)+ GQzn(A, A), CY H E 
( > 
E!, , and they 
induce a homomorphism l-I: K,(A)- KQ,(A, A) called the hyperbolic map. There are also natural 
homomorphisms GQz. (A, A) --$ GL2, (A), (y* i) H ( y” f), and they induce a homomorphism 
KQ,(A, A)+ KI(A) called the forgetful map. We denote its kernel by EKQ,(A, A). We denote 
the class of the matrix 
0 A 
( > 1 0 
in KQ,(A, A) by [o(A)]. Some general facts concerning the above 
groups such as the quadratic Whitehead lemma and the interpretation of the commutator 
subgroup of GQ(A, A) as a certain group of elementary matrices can be found in [5, OS]. 
Let 7 be a group. Let ZT be the integral group ring of 7~. Give ZT the involution which takes 
each element of P to its inverse. Then 
L&+,(T) = coker (H: K1(Zg)+ KQ1(-‘)‘(Z~, min))/[o((-1)“)] 
L;.+,(T) = ker (KQI’-“” (ZT, min)+ Wh (a) = K1(Z~)/[~~lMi[+-al, [w((-1)“)l. 
The definitions above show that the surgery groups correspond to the minimal choice of the 
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form parameter. This is true also for the even dimension surgery groups, see [5, Q 121. However, if 
in the definitions in Wall [17,§5,§6 and 5 17D] of the surgery groups one forgets about he g-form 
then it follows from [5, 1.11 that the groups which arise correspond to the maximal choice of the 
form parameter. We shall compute these groups also. See Corollary 1 below. 
Suppose now that 7~ is as in Theorem 1. If A = 1 then Zn has exactly one form parameter and 
so the p-form doesn’t matter. In particular we can write KQ, ‘(Zr) without ambiguity. If A = - 1 
then Zn has exactly two form parameters and their quotient maxlmin has order 2 and is 
generated by the class of 1. 
Theorem 1 will be deduced in an elementary fashion from the following result. 
THEOREM 2. If ?r is an odd torsion group then 
0 
EKQ,‘(Za) = Z/22 generated by -A _1 
[ 1 
EKQI-‘(Zn, min) = Z/42 generated by [0(-l)] 
EKQ,-‘(ZT, max) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the forgetful map KQ,‘(Za)*K,(Zlr). The image of the 
subgroup generated by [w(l)] and H[~F] is the subgroup [CT]. Thus the ker (KQ,‘(ZT)+ Wh (r)) 
is generated by EKQ1’(Za), [o(l)], and H[v]. Thus L,“(r) = 0. 
Consider next the forgetful map f : KQ,-I(Zv, min) --, K,(ZT). Clearly f (H[ r]) = [T]. We 
claim im (f) n [?a] = [?r]. Once this is established it will follow that the ker (KQ,-‘(ZT, min)+ 
Wh (n)) is generated by EKQ,-‘(ZT, min) and H[rl. Thus L3”(r) = 0. If imCf) = [?r] then 
[-l] E imu). Thus if d denotes the composite EKQ,-‘(Z’IF, min)“-1- KQ,-‘(Z, min)-, 
KQ,-‘(Z, max) dCf - -cl there is an element x E EKQ,-‘(ZT, min) such that d(x) = -1. But this 
is impossible since KQ,-‘(Z, max) = 0 (use row and column operations plus the euclidean 
algorithm to show that KQ1-‘(Z,max) is generated by GQ2-‘(Z, max), and then notice that 
GQ1-‘(Z, max) = X.*(Z) = Ez(Z) = EQZ-‘(Z, max)). 
A piece of the Rothenberg exact sequence [14, 4.11 reads L S,+,(~T)+ L :“+,(‘i~)+ 
fi0(Z2, Wh(a)). But &(Z2, Wh(r)) is trivial by [2, corollary 11 and L;,,,(T) is trivial by the 
above. Thus Lk’,+,(r) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be an odd torsion group. If L ‘:,h,,(~) denotes the surgery groups obtained 
by forgetting the p-form then 
L ‘2+,(7r) = 0. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. An analogue of the Rothenberg sequence for 
L’:‘(a) is found in [S, 6.231. 
Outline of proof of Theorem 2. The proof is divided into several steps. The main steps are 
indicated in italics. First we reduce to the case A = min. This done, we show that the groups have 
exponent apower of 2. The basic tool here is a l&-K, Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. Next we 
apply Dress induction to reduce to the case n cyclic. This case is handled by refining the 
computation used to show that the groups have exponent a power of 2. 
Reduction lo the case A = min. If A = 1 then min = max and the reduction is trivial. Suppose 
A = -1. Let aug denote the kernel of the split homomorphism ZT +Z, a- 1. Let 
GQ(Zw, A, aug) = ker (GQ(Zr, A)+ GQ(Z, image A). Let EKQ(Za, A, aug) be the quotient of 
EGQ(Zlr, A, aug) = ker (GQ(ZP, A, aug)+ K,(Z?r)) by the mixed commutator group 
[GQ(Zr, A, aug), GQ(Z?r, A)]. Consider the commutative diagram 
O-, EKQ,-‘(ZTT, min, aug) + EKQ,-‘(ZT, min) + EKQ,-‘(Z, min) --* 0 
Jf 1 1 
0 + EKQ,-‘(ZT, max, aug) + EKQ,-‘(ZT, max) --, EKQ,-‘(Z, max) + 0. 
Since the horizontal sequences are split exact we can identify the middle term in each horizontal 
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sequence with the direct sum of the other terms in the sequence. We shall show that 
EKQ,-‘(ZP, max) is generated by the element [w(-l)] E EKQ,-‘(Z, min). Thus 
EKQ,-‘(Zr, min, aug) = 0. And we have remarked already that EKQ,-‘(Z, max) = 0. Thus to 
show EKQ,-‘(ZT, max) = 0 it suffices to show that f in the diagram is surjective. But 
min n aug = max n aug j EGQ-'(ZT, min, aug) = EGQ-'(ZP, max, aug) =j f is surjective. 
EKQI(Za) is 2-torsion. Here no assumption other than 7~ finite is used. In fact our 
techniques allow us just as easily to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3. If A is an order ([8, III $81) in a finite semisimple O-algebra then EKQ,(A, A) has 
exponent 64. 
LEMMA 1. If A is any ring then an element of EKQ,(A, A) represented by a hyperbolic matrix 
has exponent 2. 
Proof. Since : E!, 
( ) 
represents zero in K,(A) it follows that & = E(Y for some product l of 
elementary matrices. Thus 
( 
-1 -1 0 
> ( 
--I 
aa E e 0 = 
0 a-Ie-‘a 
= o a_,E_,a =O. 
> 
LEMMA 2. If A is semilocal ([8, III 921) then EKQ,(A, A) has exponent 8. 
Proof. Let rad A denote the Jacobson radical of A. Each element in the kernel 
f: EKQI(A, A) + EKQ,(A lrad A, Alrad A) can be represented by a matrix 
( 
I I a ’ I+S ) such 
that (Y, p, y, and 6 have all their coefficients in rad A. But 
( 
I+a B = 
) 
( 
for suitable p’, y’, S’ and (:, E:) = (i, F)(i yf(Z EEi, A). 
Thus by Lemma 1 the ker f has exponent 2. We assume now that A is semisimple. Factor A into 
a product IIAi of simple rings. The involution on A either pairs Ai with some A,(i# j) or leaves 
Ai invariant. In the first case it is easy to check that GQ(Ai x Ai, Ai X Aj)(Ai = A n Ai) consists 
( 
(a, a’) (P, P’) of all matrices (y, r,> (s, s,1 such that y 6 
1 
a P 
( ) 
E GL(Ai) and (:., :!!‘)= (y !)-I 
(7 = projection of A in Ai). Hence EKQ,(Ai x Aj, Ai x Aj) = 0. Suppose A = Ai is a simple ring. 
Then A is a matrix ring M,(D) over a division ring D. By two theorems of Albert [l, X Theorems 
11 and 121, D has an involution such that if - denotes the conjugate transpose involution on 
M.(D) then the given involution - on M,(D) looks like d = udu-’ for some fixed unit 
u E M,(D). Since d = a it follows that U-‘P E center (A). Let A- denote the ring A with the 
involution _. The isomorphisms GQk(A, A)- GQ;?*(A-, u-IA>, 
induce an isomorphism EKQ,* (A, A)+ EKQ,“-‘““(A:, u-IA) called scaling. But 
EKQ? (A-, U-IA) = EKQ,“-‘“^(I)-, u-‘A n D). Let q = u-‘fib and EKQ”(D) = 
EKQ,“-I”” (IT, u -‘A n D). If the involution - on D is nontrivial then by a simple row and column 
operation argument one can show that every element of EKQ” (D) is represented by a 2 x 2 
hyperbolic matrix. Thus EKQ’(D) has exponent 2 by Lemma 1. If the involution on D is trivial 
then D is commutative, hence a field. nij = 1 implies n = 51. If n = -1 then by a simple 
argument one can show EKQ’(D) is generated by 2 x 2 hyperbolic matrices and the matrix 
0 -1 
( ) 1 0’
and if n = 1 it -1 then EKQ”(D) is generated by 2 x 2 hyperbolic matrices. Thus 
EKQ”(D) has exponent 4. 
For the next lemma recall the definition of KQ2 in [5, 06A] or [4, SIO]. 
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LEMMA 3. Let A be an order in a finite semisimple Q-algebra B. Let i and 6 be the finite adtle 
rings of 2 and 0. Let A be a form parameter for i&A. 
Then the 
coker [K& @,, B) 2 coker (KQ& & A, A) + KQ& &, B, &A))] 
has exponent 4. 
Proof. Let KQ& @Z A) = KQ& Oz A, h) and KQ2(6 & B) = KQ2(6 o. B, 0&. Let 
Max (2) denote the maximal ideal space of Z and for p E Max(Z) let Z, and Q3, denote the 
p-adic completions of Z and Q. Recall that 2 = II 
P EMax(ZYZ, 
and 8 = the restricted irect product 
II (a,,Z,). If A, =Z,&A and B, =0,&B then i&A =IIA, and d&B = 
P EMax 
ll(B,, A,). Moreover, from [4, 16.3 and 16.91 it follows that the coker (K&k &A)+ 
K@ 00 B)) = II coker (Kz(A,) --f K2(BP)) and coker (KQ& Oz A) + KQ@ & B) = LI 
coker (KQ2(A,)+ KQ2(B,)). Thus to prove the lemma it suffices to show that the coker 
H: Kz(B,)+ KQz(B,) has exponent 4. B, is a finite product B, = llBi of finite simple (9, -algebras 
B,. Since KZ and KQ2 commute with finite products [4, 16.2 and 16.81, we can reduce to one of 
two cases; B, = B, x B2 and the involution interchanges B, and B2; BP = M,(D) and D is a finite 
simple CR, -division*br,a. In the first case the isomorphisms GL2, (B,) + GLzn (Bz), 
(s :)I+(: a(; i)- (y t), induce an isomorphism -: GL(Bl)+GL(Bz) and an 
isomorphism -: St(BI)-,St(B2) where St(B,) is the universal connected central extension of 
E(B,). It is easy to check (see the proof of Lemma 2) that GQ(B, x BJ is the set of all 
(u, p) E GL(B,) x GL(B2) such that p = ci, and hence that the universal connected central 
extension StQ(B, x Bz) of EQ(B, x Bz) is the set of all (E, T) E St(B,) x St(B2) such that T = E. 
Thus the forgetful map f: KQt(Bt x B1)+ K,(B, x B2) = K2(B,) x K2(B2) identifies KQ2(BI x Bz) 
with {(E, E)(E E K2(B1)}. But if :’ denotes the isomorphism St(B,) + St(B*) induced by 
GL(B,)+GL(Bz), (; ;)-(2)~’ , then - and -I agree on K2(BI). Thus (E, E) = (E, E’) lies in 
the image of the composite Kz(BI) fi;tIz;;.I; ’ Kz(B, x Bz) “, KQz(B, x Bz)L Kz(B, x 
B1). Thus H: K2(B1 x Bf)-) KQ,(B, x Bt) is surjective. 
Suppose B, = M,,(D). As in the proof of Lemma 2 we can find an involution on D and 
identify KQ2(M.(D)) with KQz(D). Furthermore using Hilbert 90 and the method of scaling 
described in [5,§7], we can reduce to the case A = Itl. By a theorem of Sharpe [15,7.1] we can 
identify the coker H: K2(D)+ KQz(D) with a certain subgroup of SKUo(D) = Grothendieck 
group of simple cogredience classes of stable simple even cl-hermitian forms. We claim that the 
kernel of the canonical map SKU,,(D)+ W,,(D) = (Grothendieck group of nonsingular 
?l-hermitian forms modulo hyperbolic planes) has exponent 2. Let ~7 and p be two simple 
+l-hermitian forms, i.e. the classes of (T and p in K,(D) vanish. It suffices to show that if u and p 
are isomorphic as +l-hermitian forms then (h 1 cr) I (h 1 u) and (h 1 p) I (h 1 p) are simply 
isomorphic where h is the simple form 
tl 
i-l-1. 
t1 
1 
1 
Simply isomorphic means the class of the isomorphism vanishes in K,(D). If c and p are isomor- 
phic as ?l-hermitian forms then there is an invertible matrix T such that ?(h 1 O)T = h 1 p. 
Write 
T=E dl 
( ..I 
1 
where e vanishes in K,(D) and d E D. Since ?(h I u) = h I p it follows that E(h 1 U)E = h’ 
I p where 
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But h’ is simply isomorphic to 
h” = 
(by the simple isomorphism 
?d 
1 ---I-) d 1 
if the symmetry is +l and by 
-1 
1 0 1 1 
if the symmetry is -1) and 
ple isomorphism 
h’ i h” is simply isomorphic to h I h (by the sim- 
The claim follows. To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that We(D) has ex- 
ponent 2. Let L,? = center (D). If the involution on L3 is nontrivial then D = LD, and a 
t 1-hermitian form is determined by its rank and discriminant by Landherr [121. Thus WO(D) has 
exponent 2. Suppose the involution on L3 is trivial. Then a 1-hermitian form is determined by its 
rank, discriminant, and Hasse-Witt invariant by a theorem of Hasse[ll, 5.111. A -1-hermitian 
form is determined by its rank if D = La, and if D Z L3 by its rank and discriminant by a theorem of 
Tsukamoto[l6]. Thus W,(D) has exponent 2. 
We can prove now that if A is an order in a finite semisimple G-algebra then EKQ(A, A) has 
exponent 64. Consider a piece of the approximation exact sequence [4,15.8 (see also 9.6 and 11. l)] 
KQ& @z A, iA) @ KQz(B, CM) + KC&(6 @o B, &A) 4 KQ,(A, A) 
+ KQ,(i @z A, ZA) @ KQ,(B, OA). 
EKQ,(B, QA) has exponent 8 by Lemma 2. By [4, 16.111 we can write KG&&A, ZA) = 
II KQ,(Z, Oz A, Z, A). However, since Z, Oz A is semilocal, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
p EMiMZ, 
EKG,@ &A, ZA) has exponent 8 also. Any element in the ker EK@(A, A)-, 
EKG,@ &A, ZA) @ EKQ,(B, QA) lies in the image 6. By Lemma 3 the 4th power of any 
element in the image 6 is hyperbolic. By Lemma 1 any hyperbolic element in EKQ,(A, A) has 
exponent 2. Thus EKQ,(A, A) has exponent 8.4.2 = 64. 
Remark. By noting how Z and Q get used above one can extend Theorem 3 in the following 
way. Let R be a Dedekind ring with trivial involution and let K be its field of fractions. Let A be an 
R-order with compatible involution in a finite separable semisimple K-division algebra. Let A be 
a form parameter for A such that RA C A. Let 3 be a prime ideal of R and let K3 denote the 
completion of K at 3. Assume there is an integer n such that for all primes 3 and all finite 
K3-division algebras D with compatible involution the Witt groups WO(D) = (Grothendieck group 
of even nonsingular rl-hermitian forms modulo hyperbolic planes) have exponent n. The 
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conclusion is the EKQ,(A, A) has exponent n 32 provided char K # 2 or A = min. A A-hermitian 
form (,) on an A-module M is called even if for each m E M there is an a E A such that 
(m, m) = a + Ad. Thus for example if l/2 E A then every A-hermitian form is even because 
(m, m) = 1/2(m, m) + A (1/2)(m, m). To handle the theorem above for an arbitrary form parameter 
in char K = 2, one must introduce new Witt groups and generalize Sharpe’s theorem. See the 
discussion following [5, 5.111. 
Reduction to the case P cyclic. Let GUo(Z, P) be the Grothendieck group of nonsingular 
hermitian forms on finitely generated Z-torsion free Z+modules modulo Quillen relations. A 
Quillen relation is a difference [Ml-[H(N)] where N is a totally isotropic P-invariant Z-direct 
summand of M such that N @ Homz(N, Z) = M and H(N) is the hyperbolic module on N. Let 
C = the set of all 2-hyperelementary subgroups of n. Since 7~ is odd C reduces to the set of all 
cyclic subgroups of 12. By Dress induction [lo, Theorem 21 GU,,(Z, ~)/_~,image(GUo(Z, P’)+ 
GUo(Z, ?r)) is a torsion group of exponent prime to 2. By [5, §8] EKQ1(Zr) is a Frobenius module 
over G&(Z, r>. Hence EKQ,(Zr)/ C image(EKQ,(Za’) + EKQ,(Zn)) has exponent prime to 
lr’EC 
2. But EKQI(Zn) is 2-torsion. Thus EKQ1(Zrr) = ,z, image(EKQ,(Z+) + EKQ1(Zr)). 
The case T cyclic. If 7~ is odd order abelian then it is an easy consequence’of the solution to 
the congruence subgroup problem for hermitian forms[3] that EKQI(Zr) = Z/22 or Z/42 
depending on the symmetry 21. I used this method of proof in several lectures over the past few 
years including the K-theory conference in Seattle and I give the details in [3]. In sumgary the 
argument is as follows. Let C be the conductor from Zr to its integral closure in ~7. Let 
SKQI(A) be the kernel of the determinant map on KQ,(A) and consider the exact sequence 
SKQ,(Zn, C)+ SKQI(Zr)+ SKQI(Z~/C). One computes explicitly the group on the right, it is 
very small, and then one shows that the image of SKQ,(Zn) is trivial. Then using first excision 
and then the solution to the congruence subgroup roblem one shows that the group on the left is 
either Z/22 or Z/42 depending on the symmetry 21. 
In this paper I should like to give a proof based on the ideas developed here. This amounts to 
refining the techniques we used to show that EKQI(ZP) is 2-torsion. If A is a commutative ring 
let T(An) = KQ,(Aq aug) and S(Ar) = SKQ1(A~, aug) be the relative groups described in [5, 
16A and C] where aug = ker A?r +A, P- 1. Since the homomorphism AT +A is split 
T(Av) = ker(KQz(AP)+ KQ2(A)) and S(A?r) = ker(KQ,(Ap)-, KQ,(A)). In fact, one can 
define S and T by these identities. Consider the commutative diagram 
I-&)@ T(Qa)~T(Brr)~S(Zp)-,S(in)O S(Q7r) 
J 4 & J 
KQs&) @ KQ@T)+ KQ&&+ SKQ,(ZT)-+ SKQ&a) @ SKQ,(&). 
The bottom row is a piece of the approximation exact sequence [4, 15.8 (see also 3.4’, 9.6 and 
ll.l)]. The cokemel of the two rows is also an approximation exact sequence. Thus since the 
cokemel row has a compatible splitting with the bottom row it follows that the top row is exact 
also. We shall show that S(Z~F) = 0. This implies that the canonical map SKQ,(Zr) + SKQ,(Z) is 
an isomorphism. Using row and column operations plus the euclidean algorithm one can show 
easily that SKQ,‘(Z) is generated by (-i -0. 
However, the spinor norm on SKQ,‘(CP) doesn’t 
kill this element. Thus SKQ,‘(Z) = Z/22 generated by (-i _y). Similarly one can show that 
0 -1 
SKQ,-‘(Z) is generated by 1 
( > 
o . To show that the class of this element has order 4 it suffices 
to show that the class of (-i _y) has order 2. Thus it suffices to show that the hyperbolic map 
H: K,(Z) + KQ,-‘(Z) is injective. We give in [5,6.39a] an exact sequence to measure the kernel of 
the hyperbolic map. In the special case above the exact sequence looks like Witt 
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(Z) f K,(Z)& KQ1-l(Z), where Witt (Z) is the Witt group of nonsingular quadratic forms over 
Z and f( V, q) = (; ,!,)“‘““‘““““(h(ei, ei)) where ei, . . . , ezn is any basis of V and h is the 
hermitian form determined by q. However, Witt (Z) is generated by an 8-dimensional 
anisotropic quadratic form (V, 4). Thus f is trivial. 
The first step in the proof that S(Zr) = 0 is to show that 6’ = 0. Let T&r) = ker 
K&r)+ K?(0). If we can show that the coker H: T&r)+ coker (T&r)-, T&r)) is trivial 
then it follows that the image of the composite T&r) 2 S(Zr)% SKQ,(Zr) is contained in 
the image I-0: SK,(Zr) + SKQ,(Zr). But SK,(Zr) = 0 by Bass-Milnor-Serre [9, 4.121 and so 
6’ =O. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we can reduce the demonstration that coker 
l-l: T&Q’rr)+ coker (T(h)+ T(b)) is trivial to the demonstration that coker H: T2(0P~)+ 
T(0,r) is trivial. Decompose aPrr into a product 0,n = 0, x IIK of simple involution 
invariant factors. 0, is the factor determined by the trivial representation of 7~ and each Ki is 
either a product of two local fields paired by the involution or a local field which is involution 
invariant. Moreover, the coker H: T2(0,a)+ T(0,r) = II coker H: K2(Ki) + KQ2(Ki). If Ki is a 
product of 2 fields then we have seen already in the proof of Lemma 3 that H is surjective. 
Suppose Ki is a field. The involution on Ki is nontrivial by [7, 5.41. Thus using Hilbert 90 we can 
scale [5, 971 the symmetry A = -cl to 1. Let Witt (Ki) denote the Witt group of quadratic forms 
on K,. We identify in [6] the coker H: K2(Ki) + KQz(Ki) with the subgroup of Witt (Ki) generated 
by all differences [nb I]- [” J. The identification can be deduced also from Sharpe [15, 
7.11. But this subgroup is trivial because over a local field with nontrivial involution a quadratic 
form is determined by its rank and discriminant[12]. 
Next we show that S&r) = S(0r) = 0. For this we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a commutative semilocal ring. If A contains a unit then SKQ,(A, A) = 0. 
Proof. If A is a product A = A1 X Az of local rings paired by the involution then we 
demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 3 an isomorphism GQ(A, x A2) = GL(A,). From this we 
deduce an isomorphism SKQ,(A, x Az) = SKI(AI). However, SKI(AI) = 0 [8, V9.21. Suppose A 
is local. Using row and column operations it is easy to show that SKQ,(A, A) is generated by 2 x 2 
hyperbolic matrices 0” fi!, . 
( > 
Since ad-’ = 1 it follows that a = 6. Choose a unit x E A and a 
unit y E ;i such that xy = a. Then 
(0” $) = (_x”-l o*)(Y -?I) = (; :)(_:-I ;)(; ;)(i Y)(i -:-‘>c !)=o 
mod EQ(A, A). Now suppose A is semilocal and let 3 = rad A. Using row and column operations 
it is easy to show that the ker(SKQ,(A)+ SKQ,(A/a)) is generated by 2 x 2 hyperbolic matrices. 
Thus the kernel is trivial by the argument above. Hence we have reduced to the case A is 
semisimple. But then A is a product of rings of the type we already discussed. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Decompose 07~ into a product 07~ = 0 x llKi of simple involution invariant factors. 
S(07~) = I’ISKQ,(K,). But by [7, 5.2 and 5.41 each Ki is a field with nontrivial involution. Thus 
the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied by each Ki, and so S(0r) = 0. To show that S&r) = 0 it 
suffices to show that each S(Z,n) = 0 because K&r)= v K,(Z,r) and KQ&r)= 
II KQI(Z,r) by [4, 16.5 and 16.111. Factor 7r as a product 7~ = 7~’ x 7rP where r,, is the p-Sylow 
P 
subgroup of 7~. By [7, 5.41 we can decompose Zg’ as a product Zpd = Z, x IIAi of involution 
invariant factors where Ai is either a product of local rings paired by the involution or Ai = Z, [L] 
where & is a nontrivial root of unity whose order is odd and prime to p and z = &-‘. 
Z,T = (Z,T’)T~ = Z,q, x IIAirp and S(Z,r) = SKQ,(Z p~,,r aug,) x IISKQ,(A,TT~) where aug, = 
ker(ZPrrP +Z,). If Ai is a product Ai = AlI x Ai of local rings paired by the involution then 
SKQ,(Ai~~)~SKt(Ai,~~)=O. If Ai =Z,[&] then [i-z =&(1-c) is aunit because the order 
of li is prime to p (compute the norm of (1 - c)) and & + 6 = &(l + z) = li(l- (-c)) is a unit 
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because -c has composite order [ 18,7-6-2(ii)]. Thus Air,, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4. 
Thus SKQ,(An,) = 0. Since 2,~~ is complete with respect o aug, one can use row and 
column operations to show that SKQI(Z, T aug,) is generated by 2 x 2 hyperbolic matrices p, 
where a E aug,. Since the det = 1 it follows that a = d. Since p # 2 it follows by 
lemma that we can find a b E aug,, such that b = 6 and 1 + a = (I+ b)‘. 
But then 
( 1+a (1+ a>-’ > ( = (l+b)’ (l+b)-’ = > 
( 
l+b 
tl+bj-l)(y ‘~)fl+b)-’ l+b)(+y ~)=(modEQ(Z,?r,,aug,)) 
l+b (1+ b)-’ 
(1+ b)-’ l+b =‘* > 
Q.E.D. 
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